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Abstract. In this article, we study a Hybrid Particle Swarm Opti-
mization algorithm (HPSO) that combines a Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) algorithm with the Nelder-Mead-Simplex-method (NMS) and
with Powell’s Direction-Set-Method (PDS). While few publications have
shown that the inclusion of NMS into a PSO algorithm can improve per-
formance, no careful studies of the behavior of the resulting hybrid algo-
rithms have been carried out. Here, we analyze the influence of the type
of local search on the optimization behavior for a number of standard
test functions and we perform a comparison to standard PSO algorithms
from literature. Our experimental results for the test functions with a
dimensionality up to 100 indicate that the usage of iterative improve-
ment algorithms like NMS or PDS can improve the performance of PSO
considerably and has the additional important feature that it helps to
make the PSO algorithms more robust with respect to their parameter
settings.

1 Introduction

Particle-Swarm-Optimization (PSO) is a population-based optimization tech-
nique concept inspired by the flocking behavior of swarms of animals like birds
or fishes. It was introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [1] and recently re-
ceived increasing attention mainly as a global optimization technique for contin-
uous optimization problems. An active line of research in PSO is the introduction
of various variants that were shown to improve over the basic PSO algorithms.
Among these variants we have the PSO with inertia weights [2], a constricted
version of the PSO [3], variants with time varying inertia weights [4,5], hierarchi-
cal PSOs [6], the usage of various topologies for the particles neighborhood [7],
etc. These variants try to introduce variations on how to balance diversifica-
tion and intensification of the search beyond the pure tuning of the parameters
possible in the basic PSO algorithm.

Another option, which is very common in advanced stochastic local search
(SLS) methods [8], has only rarely been exploited in PSO research, namely the
combination of a global exploration mechanism with a local search algorithm.
In fact, the most successful ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms [9] and
all memetic algorithms [10] make use of this option. Hence, an obvious idea is to



modify PSO algorithms in the same direction. The main focus of this article is
an experimental study of such a Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm
(HPSO). Such combinations of PSO with local search for continuous optimiza-
tion problems of the form f : D → �

where D ⊆ � n with n ∈ � + have been
studied only rarely; in [11,12] it was shown that a combination of PSO and the
Nelder-Mead Simplex method (NMS) [13, 14] results in improved performance.
In this article, we carefully examine the extension of a standard PSO algorithm
with NMS or Powell’s Direction-Set-Method (PDS) [14], respectively. The main
advantages of NMS and PDS are that they are easy to implement deterministic
local optimization techniques which use only function evaluations to direct their
search and, hence, they do not require the computation of derivatives. We add
these local searches to our PSO algorithm and study, in particular, the behavior
of the HPSO in dependence of the dimensionality of the problems and compare
HPSO performance to that of the original PSO algorithm.

The article is structured as follows. In the next section, we give the necessary
background on PSO, while in Section 3 we present the main details of NMS
and PDS. Section 4 describes the hybridization of PSO and local search we
considered and Section 5 presents our computational results. We summarize the
main finding in the concluding section 6.

2 Particle Swarm Optimization

Kennedy and Eberhart [1] introduced the first version of the particle swarm
optimization algorithm (PSO), which uses a population of interacting individuals
(the so-called particles) to optimize an objective function f . PSO algorithms
maintain a population of particles, each particle i having associated a current
position xi ∈ D, a velocity vector vi ∈

� n and its best previously found position
pi ∈ D (best w.r.t. the objective function f). Algorithm 1 shows a general
scheme of the algorithmic form of almost all PSO variants. Starting from some
initial population, PSO cycles through the following steps. First, all particles
update their velocity (UpdateVelocities) and next the position of each particle
is updated using its new velocity vector (UpdatePositions). Then the best found
position of the population is determined (GetBestSolution). PSO repeats these
steps until a certain termination criterion is met and returns the best solution
found by any of the particles during the search process.

The basic version of PSO performs the velocity and position update for a
particle i according to the following equations:

vi(t+ 1) = vi(t) + φ1r1i(pi(t)− xi(t)) + φ2r2i(pg(t)− xi(t)) (1)

xi(t+ 1) = xi(t) + vi(t+ 1) (2)

where φ1 ∈
� + and φ2 ∈

� + are positive constants, ri1 and ri2 are random
numbers uniformly distributed in [0, 1] and g is the best particle in the neigh-
borhood of particle i at iteration t. Usually each component j of the velocity
vector vi is bounded to −vmax ≤ vij ≤ vmax; vmax ∈

� + is a positive constant.
Today there exist many variants and extensions of PSO. Shi and Eberhart

introduced a new parameter w, called inertia weight [2], that is multiplied by



Algorithm 1 PSO

Input: Initial population P , initial velocities v
Output: Best solution

x∗ ← GetBestSolution(P )
while not TerminationCriterion met do

v← UpdateVelocities(v, P )
P ← UpdatePositions(v, P )
x∗ ← GetBestSolution(P )

end while
return x∗

the velocity. They also proposed a time varying inertia weight w(t) (in their case
a decreasing inertia weight), which changes the velocity update rule to

vi(t+ 1) = w(t)vi(t) + φ1r1i(pi(t)− xi(t)) + φ2r2i(pg(t)− xi(t)) (3)

Another important variant of PSO uses the constriction coefficient χ which
results in the equation [3]:

vi(t+ 1) = χ(vi(t) + φ1r1i(pi(t)− xi(t)) + φ2r2i(pg(t)− xi(t))). (4)

The constriction coefficient often is used as a function of φ1 and φ2 and thus
could be considered as a special case of the variant with inertia weights [15].

Apart from the above mentioned parameters, the neighborhood topology can
have a significant influence on PSO performance [16]. Usually, the velocity up-
date equation of every particle i only depends on pi and pg. The basic version
of PSO uses the gbest neighborhood topology, i.e., all particles are neighboring
each other and, hence, g is the best particle of the population. Another popular
topology is the lbest topology, in which all particles are organized in a circu-
lar structure and every particle is directly influenced only by its left and right
neighbor in the circle; similarly, the square topology organizes the particles in a
grid and a particle i’s neighbors are the particles left, right, above and below i.
Finally, in the fully informed neighborhood [17], the velocity update equation of
particle i depends on all particles within the neighborhood of i.

3 Iterative improvement algorithms

The Nelder-Mead Simplex method (NMS) as well as Powell’s Direction-Set-
Method (PDS) are deterministic iterative-improvement algorithms for multidi-
mensional continuous optimization. Both methods use only function evaluations
for the optimization process. Starting from an initial Solution xstart, they iter-
atively improve xstart until a certain termination criterion is met.

Nelder-Mead Simplex. The Nelder-Mead Simplex method (NMS) is a geo-
metrically inspired method [13]. A simplex is defined as a geometrical structure
that consists of n + 1 vertices pi ∈

� n,i = 0, . . . , n, and all their intercon-
necting edges in a n-dimensional space. NMS starts from an initial simplex. In



our implementation the initial simplex consists of the points p0 = xstart and
pi = p0 + 0.1 · (bu − bl) · ei for i = 1, . . . , n, where bl and bu are the lower and
upper bounds of D and ei ∈

� n are the canonical basis vectors of
� n. In each

iteration, NMS determines the point ph which has the worst objective function
value f(ph) of all points and tries to improve it by moving it to another position
of the search space by three different actions. The new position of ph can be
obtained by a reflection of the point on the hyperplane defined by the rest of
the simplex points. Subsequently a possible additional expansion enlarges the
simplex. The third possible action is a contraction in the direction towards the
hyperplane. If ph is still the worst point after the three possible actions, the
whole simplex is contracted in direction to the best point of the simplex pl ac-
cording to the formula pi ← 0.5(pi + pl) with i = 1, . . . , n. NMS repeats these
steps until a certain termination criterion is met. We use the implementation of
NMS proposed in [14].

Powell’s Direction-Set-Method. An iteration of a typical direction-set-method
starts from a point p ∈ D and determines a direction vector d ∈ � n. The point
p and the direction d define a line g(β) = p+β ·d with β ∈ �

, which is the input
for a 1-dimensional optimization algorithm that should return a value βmin that
minimizes f(g(β)). We refer to this algorithm as 1d-optimizer.

Powell’s Direction-Set-Method (PDS) [14] first defines the n canonical basis
vectors as the initial direction set d = {d1, . . . , dn}. In every iteration, PDS starts
from an initial point p0 and uses 1d-optimizer to minimize successively all lines
defined by the directions di ∈ d and the points pi−1, where pi = pi−1 +βmini ·di.
Then PDS picks a direction d ∈ d according to a certain selection criterion,
replaces it with direction dnew = pn − p0 and uses 1d-optimizer to minimize f
on the line defined by dnew ; it assigns the resulting point to p0. PDS stops if
a certain termination criterion is met. We use the implementation of PDS and
1d-optimizer proposed in [14].

4 Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization

PSO as well as iterative improvement methods have advantages and disadvan-
tages in terms of their optimization behavior. An advantage of iterative im-
provement methods is their good exploitation quality, that is, they accurately
converge to a local optimum; however, they have no mechanism for a robust ex-
ploration of the search space. In contrast, PSO proved to have good exploration
performance, but has problems with the exploitation in a promising area of the
search space [18]. We propose a Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm
(HPSO) that combines PSO and iterative improvement methods. In HPSO, the
PSO component guides the search towards promising regions of the search space
and uses iterative improvement methods to exploit these regions.

There are various possibilities of how to add iterative improvement meth-
ods. A general scheme of HPSO is given in Algorithm 2. We decided to apply
iterative improvement algorithms only occasionally, when the PSO components
seem to have been converged (ConvergenceCriterion). Then, iterative improve-
ment (LocalSearch) is applied to the best solution seen so far. Once the iterative



Algorithm 2 HPSO

Input: Initial population P , initial velocities v
Output: Best solution

x∗ ← GetBestSolution(P , Ø)
while not TerminationCriterion met do

v← UpdateVelocities(v, P , x∗)
P ← UpdatePositions(v, P )
x∗ ← GetBestSolution(P , {x∗})
if ConvergenceCriterion met then
xstart ← GetBestSolution(P , Ø)
xbest ← LocalSearch(xstart)
P ← ReinitializePopulation()
x∗ ← GetBestSolution(P , {x∗, xbest})

end if
end while
return x∗

improvement algorithm finishes, the set of particles is reinitialized, correspond-
ing to a restart of the algorithm, and run again. This cycle is applied until the
termination criterion of HPSO, typically a maximum number of function eval-
uations or computation time, is met and HPSO then returns the best solution
found so far. In fact, the main difference to a standard PSO loop is the usage of
the convergence criterion and the successive usage of the iterative improvement
algorithm. The function GetBestSolution(P , M) returns the best found position
over the population P and an additional set of solutions M .

The basis of HPSO is the gbest PSO algorithm, also other variants could have
been chosen and possibly lead to different behavior. The velocity update rule we
use is that of Equation 3 and we modify w(t) using the nonlinear function

w(t) = (1− g(t))we · (winitial − wfinal) + wfinal, (5)

which was proposed in [5] to calculate the inertia weight at iteration t, where g(t)
returns a number in the range [0, 1] and we, winitial, wfinal ∈

�
are constants.

The function g(t) returns 0 at the beginning of a search process and increases
every iteration until it reaches 1 at the end of the search. The constant winitial
is the initial value of the inertia weight and wfinal the desired value of the in-

ertia weight at the end of the search process. If a linear varying inertia weight
is desired, we can be set to 1. A constant inertia weight is obtained if winitial
and wfinal are equal. Important for our algorithm is also the convergence crite-

rion. Here, it is met for an n-dimensional objective function f , if we have that
dmax/ddomain < 0.001, where dmax ∈

� + is the maximal Euclidean distance to

x∗ over all current positions of the particles. The value ddomain =
√
n(bu − bl)2

is the length of the search space diameter. As iterative improvement methods we
use NMS and PDS, respectively. To reinitialize the population P , each particle
in P is moved to a random position in the search space that is sampled uniformly
at random. The components of the velocity vectors receive new, uniformly dis-
tributed values in the range [−vmax, vmax].



Table 1. The functions of our test-bed.
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Table 2. Parameters for defining the test function.

Name Type Dimension Domain Globally optimal Globally optimal
n [bl, bu]n function value solution

Ackley multimodal 30, 100 -32 32 0 (0, . . . , 0)
Griewank multimodal 30 100 -600 600 0 (0, . . . , 0)
Rastrigin multimodal 30, 100 -5.12 5.12 0 (0, . . . , 0)

Rosenbrock unimodal 30, 100 -30 30 0 (1, . . . , 1)
Sphere unimodal 30, 100 -100 100 0 (0, . . . , 0)

5 Experiments on PSO variants

Experimental setup. The test-bed we use in the experiments reported here
comprises five functions that are given in Table 1; these are widely used in the
experimental research on PSO and also other techniques [3,19,20]. Table 2 shows
the parameters we used to define the functions. All functions were tackled using
30 and 100 dimensions (for all test functions the dimension is freely scalable),
and the domain where the function is defined in a hypercube. The bounds for
every dimension of these hypercubes are specified in column bl and column bu.

We tested also different parameterizations for the HPSO algorithm and other,
basic PSO algorithms. As the swarm size, we used 30 on 30-dimensional problems
and tested 30 and 100 particles on the 100-dimensional functions. All algorithms
use vmax = bu. Standard parameters for φ1 and φ2 and the constant inertia
weight were taken from the literature [19]. We also tested two types of setting
the inertia weight, namely either constant or decreasing ones. All algorithmic
variants and the individual parameters of each algorithm variant in the first
batch of experiments reported next are shown in Table 3, split according to the
type of inertia weight setting. The algorithmic variants include PSO1 and PSO2,
which are basic gbest PSOs, where the velocity update is calculated according
to Equation 3. RPSO is similar to HPSO, but it uses no iterative improvement
method. The rationale for including RPSO into the analysis is that the occa-



Table 3. Parameter sets for the standard algorithms; see the text for more details.

Type of inertia weight Configuration φ1 φ2 Inertia weight

Constant
PSO1, RPSO1C, HPSO1C 1.7 1.7 0.6
PSO2, RPSO2C, HPSO2C 1.494 1.494 0.729

Decreasing
RPSO1D, HPSO1D 1.7 1.7 (0.8, 0.2, 2)
RPSO2D, HPSO2D 1.494 1.494 (0.8, 0.2, 2)

sional restart is another feature in HPSO, which is not commonly used in PSO
algorithms and, hence, we also decided to study the impact of this feature. RPSO
and HPSO were also tested with decreasing inertia weights. The decreasing iner-
tia weight parameters are given as a triple (winitial , wfinal, w

e). Each experiment
was run 100 times. The initial solutions of the swarm are distributed uniformly
at random in the search space. An experiment with an n-dimensional function
was terminated after 1000n function evaluations.

Experimental comparison. The HPSO algorithm adds as main features to
basic PSO algorithms a reinitialization process, as implemented by RPSO, and
the usage of iterative improvement algorithms, the final HPSO. To examine the
contribution of each of these two modifications, we present the experimental re-
sults for each of these three related algorithms stages (PSO, RPSO, and HPSO)
in Table 4, with HPSO using either NMS or PDS as the iterative improve-
ment method. The table entries show the average function values obtained after
running the algorithms for 1000n function evaluations. All entries smaller than
10−10 were rounded to zero and all configurations of HPSO that are in bold-face
performed better than the best configuration of PSO and RPSO.

Our experiments first show that RPSO reaches at least comparable but often
better solution quality on the multimodal functions (Ackley, Griewank, Rastri-
gin) than PSO, while the reinitialization process yields to no improvement for
the unimodal functions. These results are, hence, as expected. Especially on the
30-dimensional Sphere function PSO shows significant better performance than
RPSO. Second, almost all results of the HPSO configurations are better than the
results of PSO1 and PSO2. Again, the 30-dimensional Sphere function is an ex-
ception where HPSO with NMS is outperformed by PSO although especially the
Sphere function should be straightforward for an iterative improvement method.
Here, apparently NMS may have problems with convergence or the termination
criterion of [14]. Third, the best choice of the iterative improvement method de-
pends somewhat on the test function. For the Ackley function, HPSO with PDS
performs clearly better than HPSO with NMS, while on the 100-dimensional
Griewank function it is dominated by HPSO with NMS. On the Rastrigin and
Rosenbrock function, HPSO with PDS performs somewhat better than with
NMS if we compare the variants using a same parameter setting for the PSO
related parameters; on the Sphere function HPSO with PDS outperforms clearly
HPSO with NMS. Across all the test functions, the configuration HPSO1C PDS
seems to be rather robust. It achieved the best results of all configurations nine
times and in the other cases it is typically among the best variants.

In Figure 1, we give exemplary results for the development of the average
solution quality for the different algorithm variants regarding restart and local



Table 4. Average function values for PSO, RPSO and HPSO variants on the test
functions after 1000n function evaluations. All configurations of HPSO that are in
bold-face performed better than the best configuration of PSO and RPSO. The best
configuration for each function is marked with an asterisk. See Table 3 for the meaning
of the algorithm identifiers.

Configuration Ackley Griewank Rastrigin Rosenbrock Sphere

n = 100, 30 particles, 100000 function evaluations
PSO1 5.81607 0.259005 267.465 231.779 0.000288103
PSO2 5.94004 0.373428 276.049 279.856 1.05572
RPSO1C 0.306382 0.0129286 114.134 295.935 0.00547966
RPSO2C 1.22619 0.015324 132.128 319.547 0.00617595
RPSO1D 1.73134 0.00569908 167.863 263.382 0.00227288
RPSO2D 2.7645 0.035396 234.573 367.831 0.0933237

HPSO1C PDS 0∗ 0.143459 86.29∗ 150.011 0∗

HPSO2C PDS 0∗ 0.135057 87.1307 168.364 0∗

HPSO1D PDS 0.251002 0.143727 143.9 134.895 0∗

HPSO2D PDS 0.671264 0.214803 159.969 130.187 0∗

HPSO1C NMS 2.11634 0.0040288∗ 113.872 153.167 0.000280746
HPSO2C NMS 2.2404 0.00745896 142.284 176.449 0.000239073
HPSO1D NMS 3.01998 0.00675628 150.047 130.198 0.000309918
HPSO2D NMS 4.31428 0.0192508 171.966 82.7943∗ 0.000302426

n = 100, 100 particles, 100000 function evaluations
PSO1 2.88485 0.110359 239.76 336.427 0.0863539
PSO2 3.02965 0.13308 232.536 409.444 0.487835
RPSO1C 1.88844 0.0822632 186.847 384.864 0.116211
RPSO2C 2.45005 0.168504 199.134 436.555 0.292902
RPSO1D 2.08523 0.0121996 191.234 268.009 0.00240727
RPSO2D 2.9356 0.0139975 228.394 295.592 0.0534537

HPSO1C PDS 5.73935e-07∗ 0.050166 112.16∗ 248.432 0∗

HPSO2C PDS 0.215224 0.0503335 124.318 409.416 0∗

HPSO1D PDS 0.0889364 0.107882 127.481 159.04∗ 0∗

HPSO2D PDS 0.396303 0.157796 151.981 248.766 0∗

HPSO1C NMS 2.03276 0.0247364 179.354 322.99 0.00031873
HPSO2C NMS 2.5314 0.069491 198.577 437.465 0.00237849
HPSO1D NMS 2.52127 0.00819475∗ 168.04 218.462 0.000221864
HPSO2D NMS 3.35887 0.0113289 161.06 187.103 0.000379248

n = 30, 30 particles, 30000 function evaluations
PSO1 2.19105 0.0326201 56.0857 42.1194 0∗

PSO2 1.90495 0.0314073 57.2996 48.9864 0∗

RPSO1C 0.00814303 0.021297 30.8356 56.9872 0.000305029
RPSO2C 0.0229794 0.0244237 35.8105 60.0397 0.00023306
RPSO1D 0.00904168 0.0247528 39.65 54.7927 0.000432735
RPSO2D 0.0885571 0.034209 47.3336 69.9956 0.0039905

HPSO1C PDS 0∗ 0.0195824 17.4212∗ 15.7134 0∗

HPSO2C PDS 0.0134042 0.019318∗ 19.7989 23.1755 0∗

HPSO1D PDS 0.0115515 0.028274 25.1322 19.8705 0∗

HPSO2D PDS 0.209538 0.0453459 30.1778 14.2611∗ 0∗

HPSO1C NMS 0.0947905 0.0247545 29.3964 34.5819 6.61439e-10
HPSO2C NMS 0.138415 0.0241027 33.5891 44.5354 3.7807e-10
HPSO1D NMS 0.395221 0.0215391 31.5297 28.9776 1.16152e-09
HPSO2D NMS 1.15782 0.0231488 34.4734 22.5492 1.25384e-09
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Fig. 1. Development of the average solution quality of PSO1, RPSO1C, HPSO1C PDS,
and HPSO1C NMS for the Ackley (left) and the Griewank (right) functions.

search, using the PSO parameter settings identified by HPSO1C. As can be seen,
the advantage of the RPSO and the HPSO variants over a basic PSO is consid-
erable and extends across a wide range of the number of function evaluations.

Parameter settings Until now we only used standard parameters taken from
the literature for φ1, φ2 and the constant inertia weight. In a next step, we exam-
ined whether better parameter settings exist for HPSO by examining different
parameter values for both types of settings with constant and decreasing inertia
weight. The possible values for φ1 and φ2 we used were {0.75, 1.125, 1.5, 1.875, 2.25},
the values for the constant inertia weight w were {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. In the
case of the decreasing inertia weight w(t) only winitial varies. Possible values we
considered were {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2}; the parameters wfinal = 0.2 and we = 2
were fixed. NMS and PDS were used as iterative improvement methods. All pos-
sible combinations of the parameter values result in 250 parameter settings for
each of either constant or decreasing inertia weight settings. To determine which
parameter setting can be considered as the “best one” over all test functions we
used a quality criterion that is calculated as follows: First determine the mean
worst and the mean best optimized function value fmax and fmin of function f .
For the jth parameter setting calculate a quality

qfj = (fj − fmin)/(fmax − fmin). (6)

The quality criterion is now calculated as

qj = |F |−1
∑

f∈F
qfj , (7)

where F is the set of test functions.
The highest ranked HPSO configuration according to this quality criterion

for the constant inertia weight as well as for the decreasing inertia weight was
φ1 = 1.5, φ2 = 2.25 and PDS. The best constant inertia weight was w = 0.2 and
the best initial inertia weight for the decreasing approach was w(t) = 0.4. The



Table 5. Average function values of HPSO on n dimensions. All configurations that
performed better than the best corresonding configuration in Table 4 are in bold-face.
Configurations that are equal to the best corresponding configuration of HPSO in Table
4 are in brackets.

Configuration Ackley Griewank Rastrigin Rosenbrock Sphere

n = 100, 30 particles, 100000 function evaluations
HPSOC (0) 0.1303 79.3003 126.509 (0)
HPSOD 0 0.135676 87.5583 115.592 (0)

n = 100, 100 particles, 100000 function evaluations
HPSOC 0.123577 0.0426385 86.8444 269.857 (0)
HPSOD 0.0732624 0.0543562 97.236 294.727 (0)

n = 30, 30 particles, 30000 function evaluations
HPSOC (0) 0.0266675 17.0231 10.3569 (0)
HPSOD 0 0.0266699 18.8141 14.6747 (0)

achieved values of these two parameter settings are shown in Table 5 where HP-
SOC uses the constant inertia weight and HPSOD the decreasing inertia weight.
All configurations for HPSOC and HPSOD that give lower average function val-
ues than the best corresponding HPSO variants (HPSOC: HPSO1C, HPSO2C;
HPSOD: HPSO1D, HPSO2D) from Table 4 are indicated in bold-face. Com-
pared to standard parameters from Table 4 we can see that there is significant
room for further improvement with parameter tuning, but that nevertheless the
standard parameterization (Table 3) performs quite good, so that there does not
exist a new, unique parameter setting that clearly outperforms all the others.

An interesting observation is that the best results for the configurations with
decreasing inertia weights are not better than the best results for the constant
inertia weight, but that many more parameter settings with decreasing inertia
weight find reasonably good quality solutions when using a constant inertia
weight. This is shown in Table 6, where we give the average function values of
the 20th, 100th and 200th best parameter setting per test function for constant
and decreasing inertia weights. Hence, the combination of a decreasing inertia
weight with an iterative improvement method as in our HPSO seems to be a
useful tool to obtain a robust algorithm that forces HPSO to convergence even
with disadvantageous parameter settings. The main reason is that by the usage
of decreasing inertia weights, more often an iterative improvement algorithm is
applied than when using a constant inertia value.

6 Conclusions

In this article, we have introduced a new hybrid PSO algorithm that uses oc-
casional restart of the underlying PSO algorithm and combines it with iterative
improvement methods. Our computational results show clearly that the inclu-
sion of iterative improvement methods into PSO is highly desirable regarding
the performance of the algorithm but also regarding the robustness of the overall
HPSO algorithm concerning the parameter settings of the PSO part. For this
latter aspect, particularily the variants with decreasing inertia weight appear
to be best suited. There are many research directions that could be explored



Table 6. The entries show the average function values of the ith best parameter setting
for HPSO.

i Inertia weight Ackley Griewank Rastrigin Rosenbrock Sphere

n = 100, 30 particles, 100000 function evaluations
20 constant 0.018761 0.00958773 101.994 19.9772 0
20 decreasing 0.189211 0.0814127 111.136 16.9327 0

100 constant 2.97172 0.205187 158.834 96.7507 0.00025493
100 decreasing 0.934321 0.219238 153.055 58.3007 0

200 constant 20.9588 2456.14 1642.66 1.18079e+09 272874
200 decreasing 7.73256 0.314114 201.682 173.815 0.000329513

n = 100, 100 particles, 100000 function evaluations
20 constant 0.0559062 0.0106488 112.864 24.8201 0
20 decreasing 0.110992 0.00926324 124.591 93.4347 0

100 constant 2.93646 0.167597 170.199 196.632 0.000333961
100 decreasing 1.27636 0.0350418 158.233 170.25 0

200 constant 20.8915 2337.7 1594.63 1.08918e+09 259638
200 decreasing 5.16128 0.229451 198.829 311.971 0.00042309

n = 30, 30 particles, 30000 function evaluations
20 constant 0.00313906 0.00646762 22.8257 3.99276 0
20 decreasing 0.0135144 0.00693117 24.0287 8.28771 0

100 constant 1.02186 0.034411 38.5897 23.7757 5.13593e-10
100 decreasing 0.588327 0.0182308 34.0737 21.1996 0

200 constant 20.3653 509.887 423.832 2.07177e+08 54336.2
200 decreasing 2.51396 0.0838102 45.8425 36.363 1.29386e-09

further. This reaches from the inclusion of the iterative improvement algorithms
into other variants of PSO algorithms, the more careful analysis and tuning of
the convergence criterion we use, an adaptive choice of the iterative improvement
algorithm inside HPSO, and to a further comparison of our PSO variants to other
algorithms for real-parameter optimization tasks. We strongly believe that these
research directions are highly promising, given the very positive results obtained
already with our current version of HPSO.
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